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... ESSE was still blindfolded when she was taken to a small hut hidden in the 

trees where could sit on a small bench, still with her hands tied and finally she 

could even quench her thirst helped by the two ... but in reality it was fun for 

them to throw much of the water from their flask not on her thirsty mouth, but 

down her neck to her breast, cold water that made her nipples hard as never 

before. She contented herself with those few sips and the rest they were 

allowing, once the adrenaline of sexual intercourse passed, she realized that 

her legs ached and even her private parts were still on fire for the "warm 

attentions" of the two. By now it was a few hours later and it was clear that 

the darkness was making the atmosphere even more worrying, but 

fortunately the lighted fireplace of the shed gave her a little comfort, made her 

feel more reassured, but this moment of tranquility didn’t last long ... ESSE 

was lifted with force by her arms and her wrists were tied to the high beam of 

the baracco. The position was very uncomfortable and her arms began to 

hurt, but immediately she was distracted by the hands that tore away what 

was left of her blouse and bra, her chest was now completely naked and her 

beautiful breasts were immediately covered by the attentions of the two 

lumberjacks who , taking a bundle of sticks, began to have fun tapping and 

rubbing the nipples of ESSE that began to swell and swell between the two 

satisfied laughs. At that moment she asked herself once more: - "Why ?! Why 

is this situation arousing me again? ”- Meanwhile the two brutes continued 

their game and her nipples were swollen and red, continually teased by the 

sticks and fingers that pinched and pulled firmly, bouncing her shapely 

breasts, but when she felt his tongue and the teeth that were biting the whole 

area of the areola she could not hold back a groan of pleasure, thinking: - "Oh 

no! I like all this ... it's absurd. " The two decided that it was time to satisfy 

their desires, they removed the handkerchief from ESSE's eyes and for an 

instant she stared at the brute's gaze, who began to caress her cheek, going 

down to her neck, down to her breast and slowly still more down to the more 

intimate parts ... a shiver went through ESSE and she decided to close her 

eyes, she didn't want to see how excited she was in that situation. The 

delicacy of that caress didn't last long, with a pair of scissors they cut the tight 

jeans first and then the panties. 

 



 

- "... Naked, now I'm completely naked and completely in their hands ..." - she 

thought between a mixture of terror and frenzy. Her heart was beating fast, it 

seemed to burst and in that instant she saw the two undress and without 

delay the first began to penetrate her forecfully, ESSE noticed that the 

sensation of initial burning had turned into a pleasant pleasure ... Yes, she 

was enjoying it, she was enjoying savoring again this strange desire to be 

possessed in the most brutal way a woman can know. The second brute was 

now enjoying the scene from nearby and, since ESSE was still tied to the 

beam, he felt that his moment had also arrived, with his penis he decided to 

violate again the smaller and more precious hole; after an initial push which 

found however some resistance, a second more decisive push forcefully 

introduced the penis between the buttocks of ESSE that reacted with a cry of 

pain. By now she was stuck between the two, a wet and warm carnal 

sandwich where the vigor of the two crushed her to take her breath away. 

This double penetration was making ESSE breathless, breathless and 

enjoying, as it had never happened with Mauro ... damn, Mauro, in an instant 

she thought of him and wondered what he would have thought if he had seen 

his companion panting and having pleasure while being violated and 

sodomized without mercy. The thought only lasted a second because the 

thrills of the orgasm were approaching. She was about to experience a 

strange, very strong orgasm, in an uncomfortable position that did not allow 

her to move and breathe, she was coming, her breathing increasingly 

labored, she had time to scream and whimper a strangled YESSS when she 

fainted, it had been too much for a woman what she felt. She woke up after a 

few seconds, she had been untied and was on her knees with her bum 

touching the ground, they had wet her face and she found that a very human 

gesture ... what a poor illusion it was, in no time at all one of the men pushed 

his penis with force into her mouth. ESSE had never taken such a large penis 

between her lips, and she found it pleasant to roll her tongue around the large 

man's glans. She could perceive the taste of his moods well since previously 

that same penis had violently crept inside her. The exciting situation lasted 

until the man decided to let her taste his sperm ... a long and hot spurt of 

semen flooded her mouth and, with difficulty, she managed to swallow the 

generous production. The second man got excited to watch the jerking scene 

and moaning came on ESSE's breast and face. 

 



 

To her it remained only to clean herself with her hand savoring the taste of 

the sperm and with the feeble voice whispered an absurd and senseless: 

"Thank you"! 

 

 


